
                            Senior Liberals Commission of BC:  Executive Meeting, January 10, 2018.  

 

Presidents Comments: 

1. Starting 2018 with a robust year end Round Table session in December, 2017. The Round Table 

wisdom will serve as a guide to focus, fine tune and organize ourselves for the year 2018. Thank 

you all for being thoughtful, open and candid! Special thanks to Candace, Christine and Phil for 

recording the session, and Jean L for posting it the Commissions website. 

2. The 2018 work plan will require us to maintain continuity in our initiatives of 2017; to complete 

the events that are at the planning stage, double the efforts in engage seniors in communities we 

represent and work in partnership with EDA’s. Our strength lies in the partnership process with 

the EDA’s. 

3. Anticipate our Riding Reps to assume a front end role and committee chairs to assume facilitative 

and supportive functions. Executive members are expected to contribute support and to be at 

the call of committee chairs. We will aspire to function as an organic group; benefitting from 

cross pollination.  

4. Encourage our EDA Reps to focus on a senior’s issue/issues most talked about in your 

community/Riding; write about it, or engage communication chair/webmaster to help with 

writing for a blog. Let’s aspire to write at least one blog from each of commission reps.  

5. We could make a good effort to break out of the rigid committee structures currently in 

operation. Constitute a group around a task /event with individuals, knowledgeable and 

committed; engage Riding Reps to the fullest. Judy Higginbotham set the best example of how it 

can work! We need to ask how can we work smarter, and how to create energy and innovation.      

6. Learn from LPCBC and other similar org. how to do business informally, table reports only when a 

decision is required. Updates reported verbally. Information items useful to EDA’S go on the 

website. SLCBC monthly meetings attachments and paper volumes are untenable and 

unworkable. We have to figure how to work smart; bring seniors to paperless operations, visit 

websites and read blogs!  Requesting Luke and Margaret to develop a system to institute a 

system we that we can with. 

7. Suggest the February Executive meeting protocol to include the following:                       

Implement the recommendations of Luke /Margaret team. 

President will provide a verbal update on issues and events, departing from the current practice. 

Ridings Rep to come on first for round table verbal reports followed by chairs & executive     

members.  


